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Abstract:
To learn about novel software engineering (SE) trends, where do you refer to? In order to document and disseminate their experience / knowledge, many SE practitioners prepare technical materials and share them online as blog posts, white papers and videos. Such materials are often called “grey literature” because they are not formally peer reviewed. By contrast, SE researchers write technical papers that are peer-reviewed and published as academic literature. We observe that, in general, these two communities mostly read literature that is only written by and published within their respective communities. This situation has led to a form of “knowledge divide” between the two communities that, we believe, hurts both communities. By characterizing and contrasting the two types of literature, grey and academic, we discuss how each literature can complement the other and can lead to a richer and more integrated knowledge exchange and dissemination in SE.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Software engineering (SE) practitioners and SE researchers form two large communities. According to one recent report (bit.ly/GlobalDeveloperDemographic Study), there were about 23 million software developers worldwide in 2018, and the number is estimated to reach 28 million by 2023. Furthermore, according to [1], as of 2012, about 4,000 individuals were actively publishing in major SE journals. These statistics show that the size of the SE researchers’ community is very small compared to the size of the practitioners’ community, a ratio of about 1:5,750.

To disseminate new approaches, knowledge and experience, members of each community write and share technical materials. Researchers write and publish research papers as peer-reviewed Academic Literature (AL), often as a required output of their research. On the other hand, many practitioners write articles and other online materials (such as blog posts and videos) and disseminate them. Such materials are collectively referred to as “Grey Literature” (GL). GL constitutes material that is published without the academic peer-review processes.

At the global level, there are some collaborations (mostly in the form of research projects) between the two communities of practitioners and researchers, however the number of collaborations is small relative to the size of the two communities [1]. Also, some ongoing positive efforts have been made to bring the two communities closer, e.g., establishing “industrial” paper tracks in several SE conferences, such as ICSE.

Similar to other fields, such as Information Systems (IS) [2], due to the limited level of collaborations, there is a limited level of knowledge exchange between the two communities. This is partly because each community has its own conferences and journals. For example, in software testing, one sub-area of SE, there are several academic conferences such as ICST (International Conferences on Software Testing), and ISSTA (International Symposium on Software Testing and Analysis), while there are many more industrial conferences (www.testingconferences.org), such as the STAR (Software Testing, Analysis and Review Conference) and GTAC (Google Test Automation Conference). Studies have pointed out that the focus areas of the two types of conferences are often disjoint [3], e.g., while most academic literature in testing tends to focus mostly on test-case design, most talks in industry conferences tend to focus on test automation. On a related note, participation in a given conference by members of the other community is, unfortunately, usually very low.

Practitioners rarely publish in academic periodicals, because they often cannot meet the standards of “rigor” required by the review process of academic venues. Academics tend not to publish in practitioner trade magazine because such magazines are not refereed and, therefore, do not usually “count” for academic CVs. As a result, the limited scale of knowledge flow, in both directions, hurts both communities. Many good ideas from SE research do not get disseminated into practice and vice versa. For example, by not being fully aware of industrial trends and challenges, many researchers work on topics that are often criticized for having low practical relevance [1].

To make the matters worse, practitioners also often do not read the AL [4]. This observation has also been reported in other fields, e.g., a paper in Nature [5] found that scientific papers “are getting harder to read” for practitioners; and a paper in
that: knowledge were peer opinion, mentor or manager, trade journals, and only lastly: research papers. The study observed opinions and found that personal experience ranked highest in terms of the source of knowledge. The next main sources of better "relate" (a result, they are more likely to turn to other sources of information that is closer to their "context" and to which they can 

Practitioners often do not have access to peer-reviewed journals, or the time or expertise to wade through scientific text. As publish in academic journals [1].

"enough" because it does not sufficiently generalise the problem and solution, and can therefore generally be harder to strategy. On a similar note, we recognise that applied SE research undertaken with industry is often seen as not rigorous organizational constraints, and unstable conditions, but instead have focused mostly on research "rigor" and "green-field" accounting many of the real-world SE issues such as limited resources, importance of cost-effectiveness, team and unstable conditions, and varying amounts of experience; conditions which are often the case in large-scale SE projects.

It is important to remind ourselves of the main goals of each community [10]. The main goals of practitioners is to develop software systems with reduced costs and higher quality. However, academic researchers’ main job responsibility is to conduct research, and publish rigorous papers. Studies have shown that research "rigor" and industrial relevance can often be conflicting goals [1]. Of course, some researchers find ways to collaborate with industry and conduct research which is both rigorous and industrially relevant.

It is also important to characterise and contrast the decision-making models of the communities. Industrialists often follow a “naturalistic” decision-making approach [11] and the “satisficing” heuristic [12], in their demanding, real-world situations. These include situations marked by limited time, uncertainty, high stakes, team and organizational constraints, unstable conditions, and varying amounts of experience; conditions which are often the case in large-scale SE projects.

This is a different approach to the traditional approach of science and academia in which researchers identify all the options (alternatives) and criteria and then systematically evaluate each. Thus, academics follow analytic, optimizing, quantitative, ‘God’s-eye’ view, “maximizing” decision-making, and exhaustive approaches, which is often in complete contrast to industry. We [1] and many others [13] have argued that, most academic SE papers so far have not adequately taken into ‘God’s-eye’ view, “maximizing” decision-making, and exhaustive approaches, which is often in complete contrast to industry. We [1] and many others [13] have argued that, most academic SE papers so far have not adequately taken into account many of the real-world SE issues such as limited resources, importance of cost-effectiveness, team and organizational constraints, and unstable conditions, but instead have focused mostly on research “rigor” and “green-field” SE. Practitioners often complain [14] that “over-rigor” in academic studies goes against their satisficing decision-making strategy. On a similar note, we recognise that applied SE research undertaken with industry is often seen as not rigorous “enough” because it does not sufficiently generalise the problem and solution, and can therefore generally be harder to publish in academic journals [1].

Practitioners often do not have access to peer-reviewed journals, or the time or expertise to wade through scientific text. As a result, they are more likely to turn to other sources of information that is closer to their “context” and to which they can better “relate” (bit.ly/GreyLiterature). A recent IEEE Software paper [15] studied how software engineers form their opinions and found that personal experience ranked highest in terms of the source of knowledge. The next main sources of knowledge were peer opinion, mentor or manager, trade journals, and only lastly: research papers. The study observed that: ”research papers counted so little toward forming the opinions of professional practitioners”, an observation, which should be "profoundly distressing" to empirical SE researchers.
3 Comparing the Two Literature Types

We characterise and compare the two types of literature in Table 1. Note that the values presented in the table represent typical/generalized values. The comparison criteria were derived from the collective experience of the authors in working in academia and industry. To settle on the criteria listed in Table 1, the authors discussed a set of candidate criteria and iterated through several versions of the criteria. More specifically, characterization of the criteria in Table 1 was informed by findings from a recent MLR on relevance of SE research [1] and also the set of AL and GL sources from another MLR study [16]. For example, for the criterion “Rigor”, many studies (as reviewed in [1]) have shown that GL materials have generally Low rigor, while AL sources are generally of High rigor.

Let us highlight that literature types have a continuum, thus outlets such as IEEE Software would be ‘positioned’ between the two types of literature shown, since they intend to bridge and serve the two communities.

Most of the criteria in Table 1 are self-explanatory. We therefore only discuss a few note-worthy items below. In terms of readability and understandability for practitioners, various papers, such as one in Nature [5] reported that scientific papers “are getting harder to read” for practitioners. On the other hand, since GL literature is prepared by practitioners for practitioners, and they do not have to satisfy the academic writing norms, the GL materials are often written in the most readable and understandable form. As an example, an IEEE Software paper [3] compared the focus areas of industrial and academic conferences in software testing and, by calculating quantitative readability metrics, it found that talk titles in industrial conferences were more readable than academic paper titles in testing.

In terms of type of advice offered, GL often provides concrete suggestions and insights, and they usually match what practitioners are looking for, i.e., know-how (how to do things). For instance, during our survey on when to automate...
testing [16], we found many such materials, e.g., in a presentation (goo.gl/QJNfes) entitled “Choosing what to automate”, a practitioner shared concrete suggestions on the topic: “Good candidates for test automation are short or simple tests, many data combinations, When expected results are stable, and when tasks that are difficult to do manually”. On the other hand, the AL in this area has proposed systematic approaches to the problem, and while these approaches could be useful, they will need effort to be tailored to and be applied in specific contexts [11]. In our discussions with several SE practitioners, we have seen that it is not always easy to convince them to apply such systematic techniques, which are often costly to apply.

As shown in Table 1, there are other limitations with AL which make it unattractive for practitioners to read, e.g., “software developers need actionable guidance, but researchers rarely integrate diverse types of evidence” in a way that meets those needs [8]. Also, “it is common to find [SE research] results that are not directly applicable or are not relevant to the practice. Not to mention that when they are applicable, the results are usually buried in a highly technical propositional text written with the maximum rigor in mind, but not necessarily readability” (pasemes.github.io/blog/what-is-evidence-based-practice).

As another perspective, a recent paper [17] distinguished two paradigms of SE research: rational and empirical. These two paradigms are “disparate constellations of beliefs” about how software “should be [developed]” (rational) versus how “it is [actually] developed” (empirical). It has been widely argued [18] that most SE papers have been written in the rational paradigm, thus making them less attractive and less realistic for practitioners. However, we could say that almost all GL literature is written in the empirical paradigm.

Furthermore, the paper [3] which compared the focus areas of industrial and academic conferences in software testing, found that many industrial conference talks present how-to advice, e.g., with titles such as “How to do realistic mobile app load testing: device and network impact”. By contrast, academic papers often present new technologies or insights that, in most cases, have not been evaluated in real-world settings in terms of constraints and also considering the costs and benefits of applying a proposed SE technique [18].

Another important issue is that for the case of GL, it is generally hard to verify how accurately the shared opinions correspond to the reality. In AL, this risk is generally smaller.

### Table 1-Comparing the types of literature (showing typical or “generalized” cases)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Grey literature (GL)</th>
<th>Continuum of literature</th>
<th>Academic literature (AL)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Example types/venues</td>
<td>Blog posts, white papers and videos, talks in conferences</td>
<td>Almost always rooted in real problems</td>
<td>Rooted in abstracted SE problems, not often directly observed in practice. Also, often curiosity-driven</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of problem rooted in</td>
<td>To share experience, personal branding, evangelism and recruitment, personal knowledge repository, and soliciting feedback [19]</td>
<td>To share new knowledge (“advocacy” research [20]), to achieve academic targets</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation to write / publish</td>
<td>Practice</td>
<td>Research / study</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of advice provided</td>
<td><strong>(Often)</strong> Concrete: How-to’s / insights</td>
<td><em>(Often)</em> Generic (abstract). New techniques / approaches to do things with generic, vague and often unrealistic practical assumptions [1]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Type of knowledge</td>
<td>Practical / tacit knowledge</td>
<td>Propositional / “Explicit” knowledge</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance / relevance to practice</td>
<td>Close / High relevance</td>
<td>(Typically) ‘remote’ [1]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dependency on specific industry context</td>
<td>Context-dependent</td>
<td><em>(Often)</em> context-independent (generic)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rigor</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accessibility</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low (paywalls). The good news is that researchers increasingly share free pre-prints. Also, open-access journals help solve this issue.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Readability and understandability, from practitioners’ perspective</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality-assurance</td>
<td>Online comments after publication. Page hits. Higher page-rank achieved by back-links</td>
<td>Peer-reviewed prior to publication</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision-making strategy</td>
<td>Intuitive: satisficing [12], qualitative, non-exhaustive, constraint-based (e.g., by time)</td>
<td>Analytic: optimizing, quantitative, exhaustive</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Volume of the materials</td>
<td>No exact estimate. In millions perhaps 71,000+ papers as of 2016 [21]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Motivation to read</td>
<td>Practitioners’ motivation</td>
<td>To inform decisions and actions</td>
<td>To see whether academic approaches can be used in practice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Researchers’ motivation</td>
<td>To see the latest trends in SE practice</td>
<td>To understand the past literature</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A recent experience report on applying software testing academic results in industry was published in [13]. The author of the study had tried to apply model-based testing, but one problem was that: “None of the companies” that he “worked for in the past five years used any sort of modeling”. He then argued that “it is important to always state where the models [to be used in model-based testing] come from: are they artificial or did they already exist before the experiments” and that “one has to argue and evaluate if the time and effort in developing and maintaining such models for a given system does pay off in the end”.

In summary, we should note that the differences between AL and GL cannot be taken for granted, without asking the question of why they are so significant. Many possible and often historical reasons have led to those differences over the decades since the inception of SE in the late 1960’s [1], e.g., heavy emphasis on, and expectation of, high rigor over relevance in SE papers, advocacy research by SE academia, i.e., how software should be developed versus how software is developed in practice. We leave those questions to be investigated by future studies.

4 INTEGRATING KNOWLEDGE FROM GL AND AL

One way to integrate GL and AL is to survey and synthesize knowledge from the two literature types using Multi-vocal Literature Reviews (MLRs) [7]. A MLR is a form of a Systematic Literature Review (SLR) which includes the GL (e.g., blog posts, videos and white papers) in addition to the AL (e.g., journal and conference papers). MLRs are popular in other fields and have recently started to appear in SE. Examples of such studies are: a MLR on when/what to automate in testing [16], and a MLR on smells in software test code [22].

MLRs are useful for both researchers and practitioners since they provide summaries of both the state-of-the art and – practice in a given area. For example, when we recently asked a practitioner about our MLR on when/what to automate in testing [16], he mentioned: “It is great for me and other test engineers in my team to read this MLR paper, since instead of reading all the 78 long documents (26 papers and 52 GL sources) reviewed by this study, we could read one single document which has nicely synthesized all the technical recommendations of those 78 documents. This is a valuable source of knowledge!”.

We extracted the number of GL and AL sources studied in nine previous MLRs in SE and depict the data in Figure 2. As Figure 2 shows, the MLRs cover different topics in SE. Depending on the SE topic under study, the studies have found different scales and ratio of GL versus AL. This indicates that while some areas have received more attention from practitioners (in terms of number of online materials written on the topic), other topics have received more attention from researchers. For example, the topic of the relationship of DevOps to Agile deployment, as expected, seems to have more GL than AL.

In the MLR studies that the first author was involved in (e.g., the ones on when/what to automate in testing [16], and smells in software test code [22]), we observed first-hand the differences between the two types of literature (Table 1). For example, for the decision-making strategies for when/what to automate in testing [16], the GL sources provided advice, which were intuitive, satisficing, qualitative, and non-exhaustive (in terms of all possible alternatives test cases). On the other hand, AL papers were almost all analytical, sophisticated, quantitative, and exhaustive. The fundamental issue here is that since practitioners mostly satisfice in their daily tasks, analytical and exhaustive approaches are just too “heavy” to be used in their context (as per the feedback that we have received from our industry partners [14]).
5 CONCLUDING REMARKS

With this paper, we encourage the community to pay more attention to the ‘knowledge divide’ and take further steps to address that divide and so connect the two types of knowledge. Different steps could and should be taken by the two communities (practice and research) to make a difference, i.e., a more inter-connected SE community in which practitioners and researchers advance the SE knowledge together and learn more actively from each other.

One action-item would be to increase the accessibility, readability, understandability and usefulness of AL for practitioners. Rather simpler issues such as practitioners hitting paywalls when trying to access papers are being addressed with open repositories such as ResearchGate and arXiv, and institutional repositories; but most other fundamental aspects in Table 1 should be addressed to increase knowledge flow in both directions. For instance, to ‘encourage’ practitioners to read more of the academic literature, researchers need to improve various aspects of their papers, e.g., while some academic papers have focused on sharing of experience (practical and experiential knowledge), which practitioners find useful, we still have many papers which report accumulation of propositional knowledge. We also need more papers to share experiences of applying SE techniques in the real-world.

Another action-item is for researchers to utilize more GL in their research, e.g., by including data and evidence from the huge number of blog posts written by practitioners, and simply attending or even watching online talk videos of industrial SE conferences which would help researchers to gain insights into the challenges and contemporary topics in SE industry. More discussions about the benefits of GL in SE research can be found in [23].
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